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Publix and Wegmans Named America's Favorite Grocery 
Stores 

Forbes.com January 18, 2018 
Marcia Layton Turner, Contributor 

Publix Super Markets and Wegmans 
tied for first place, with each scoring 
77% on Market Force 
Information's most recent Customer 
Loyalty Index. Trader Joe's Market was 
a close second with a score of 76% and 
H-E-B was third with a score of 69%. 

Publix has ranked second for the past 
four years. This is the second 

consecutive year Wegmans has earned top honors. Both companies have 
repeatedly been named to Fortune's 100 Best Companies to Work For. 

A group of 12,774 consumers was surveyed and rated their favorite grocery 
chains on attributes including value for money, cashier courtesy, fast 
checkouts, availability of items, ease of finding items, specialty department 
service and store cleanliness. Participants were asked to rate their 
satisfaction with their most grocery shopping experience and their 
likelihood to recommend it to others. The results were then averaged to 
rank each brand on a Composite Loyalty Index Score. 

Publix outshone the competition in ease of finding items, having the 
cleanest stores and fastest checkouts. Wegmans was tops in its specialty 
department service and second in item availability. Trader Joe's was 
number one in cashier courtesy, followed closely by Publix and Wegmans. 
ALDI won the top spot for value, followed by WinCo Foods and Costco; 
Wegmans was 14th on that attribute and Publix wasn't ranked. 
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What - Why - How 

 
WHAT WHY HOW 

This is the claim These are the reasons 
This is your 

evidence or example 

Even though they tied with 
Wegmans, Publix is the 
best grocery store in 
America. 

 
 
Locate items 
 
 

 
 
 

 
 
 
Fast checkouts 
 
 

 
 
 

 
 
Clean stores 
 

 
 
 
 
 

 

What - Why - How 

 
WHAT WHY HOW 

This is the claim These are the reasons 
This is your 

evidence or example 

Even though they tied with 
Publix, Wegmans is the 
best grocery store in 
America. 

 
 
Specialty departments 
 
 

 
 
 

 
 
 
Item availability 
 
 

 
 
 

 
Adapted from Peha, Steve. Teaching That Makes Sense. http://ttms.org/    

http://www.gedtestingservice.com/
http://ttms.org/
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Could You Create an Evidence-Based Argument? 

Claim  
 
 
 
 
 

Evidence 1 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Evidence 2  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

The Other Side  
 
 
 
 
 

Conclusion 
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A Simple Structure for CR 

 

 

  

Beginning 

•The introduction states the main idea or position. It begins with a topic 
sentence/thesis statement. The beginning restates the question and sets the 
stage to answer the prompt. 

Middle 

•Answer the question first. 

•Provide important information the author stated and meant. This is where you 
go to the text(s) and provide examples/evidence and important details to 
support the answer. 

•Sample phrases to introduce each text reference include: … stated; in the text 
…; for example . . .   

•Include background information as required through the prompt. 

Ending 
•Write a closing that summarizes the position taken or restates the thesis 
statement in a different way. 

http://www.gedtestingservice.com/
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2014 GED® Test RLA – Sample Stimulus Material 

“Taxation and Revenue” – Test Bank Item 18101, Stimulus and Prompt 
 
Press Release from the Office of U.S Representative Melody Walls 

United States House of Representatives, Washington, DC 
 

Representative Walls Announces Economic Boost for 12th District 

July 17, 2013 

 

Washington, DC – Representative Melody Walls announced that Congress passed the highway 

and transit bill today. 

 

“This bill funds the expansion of Highway 17 from a two-lane highway to a four-lane 

thoroughfare. It will positively affect the town of Oak Falls,” Walls said. As part of the expansion, 

Highway 17 will move two miles east of the town of Oak Falls. The bill will ease traffic 

congestion and create job opportunities during and after construction. 

 

Last year, Representative Walls held town hall meetings to gather opinions from her 

constituents about revitalizing the economy in the 12th District. Two years ago, Turnaround 

Motors and Bell Camera closed their factory doors. The result has been high unemployment 

with no immediate prospects for new businesses. Representative Walls heard residents’ 

concerns for jobs in the district. 

 

Improving the highway means jobs for local construction workers. Once completed, the highway 

will bring more long-distance travelers into the area. Some officials anticipate a 30% increase in 

highway traffic due to the ease of traveling on the improved Highway 17. An increase in 

travelers will attract national motel and restaurant chains along the highway route. These 

national businesses will mean permanent jobs for residents. 

 

In the future, historical features in Oak Falls and Gaston, such as brick streets built by early 

settlers and the old wheat mill, will likely become popular tourist attractions. More visitors will 

increase business for local shops and restaurants. 

 

The improved highway will eliminate eighteen-wheeler traffic through towns, a major source of 

traffic congestion and noise. A 2001 study in Texas showed that bypasses reduce traffic through 

towns by as much as 75%. Eliminating eighteen-wheeler traffic will also reduce road 

maintenance costs. 

 

The improvement of Highway 17, funded by federal tax allocations, is an important investment 

in the area. 

 

 

 

http://www.gedtestingservice.com/
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Oak Falls Gazette 

Letter to the Editor 

 

I am a small-business owner living in Representative Walls’s congressional district. A bill has 

been passed to expand Highway 17 from a two-lane highway to a four-lane thoroughfare. This 

change includes plans to move Highway 17 two miles to the east, which means it will now 

bypass our town completely. I find this unacceptable. 

 

The Gazette reports that because Highway 17 runs through six states, construction will be paid 

for with federal road funds. That means some of our federal taxes will pay for a road that I 

believe will harm our town. I also believe that few residents of Oak Falls will use the road. Our 

town and district will lose money as a result of this highway bypass paid for by our tax dollars. 

 

The road construction jobs are only a temporary bandage on the wound made by our two 

manufacturers closing their doors. Once the road construction is finished, only minimum wage 

jobs will remain. 

 

In fact, the highway will bypass four cities in our district alone. Each of these towns will lose 

business because fewer travelers will pass through them and eat, stay overnight, or purchase 

gas. There is no guarantee that tourists will drive an extra two miles into our town if national 

chain motels and restaurants are built at the highway exits. The 2001 study Representative 

Walls references does show that bypasses reduce traffic and noise in towns, but the study also 

shows they have a negative impact on local businesses. 

 

If this project were paid for with state tax money alone, angry voters would have struck it down. 

Representative Walls held town hall meetings to hear residents’ opinions about the local 

economy, but obviously she did not listen to the concerns they voiced. Please consider local 

concerns about this federal project. 

 

 

Prompt: 

Analyze the arguments presented in the press release and the letter to the editor. 

 

In your response, develop an argument in which you explain how one position is better 

supported than the other. Incorporate relevant and specific evidence from both sources to 

support your argument. 

 

Remember, the better-argued position is not necessarily the position with which you agree. This 

task should take approximately 45 minutes to complete. 
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Both Sides Now 

When reading argumentative non-fiction text, materials often present one side or viewpoint on a 
particular issue. Sometimes, the text may provide evidence to support both sides. Then, it is up 
to the reader to determine which is best supported. Analyzing and evaluating the evidence for 
both sides is one way to identify a claim and the reasons for making a specific decision/claim. 
 

Both Sides Now 

Evidence that Supports  

 

 

Question or statement 

Which position is better 

supported? 

Evidence that Opposes 

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

Decision (Claim) 

 

 

 

Reasons (Analysis/Evaluation) 
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RLA Extended Response 

Both the press release and the letter to the editor offer positions that are supported by both fact 
and opinion. The press release seeks to exhort the new bill for expansion of Highway 17, while 
the letter argues that the passing of the bill could prove detrimental to the district. While both 
sides make an acceptable case, the latter provides a stronger argument. 
 
One example of the letter’s stronger argument is the explanation that federal tax dollars pay for 
the road, as it will incorporate six different states, therefore eliminating this particular state’s 
ability to strike the bill down. This proves, with factual information, that the district did not have a 
fair say in the bill. The notion that few residents will use the road that their tax dollars are 
providing is an opinion. However, a resident and small-business owner in the town is more 
credible in the awareness of the town’s concern, as compared to a representative who attended 
a few meetings in the town hall. 
 
Another example of the better supported argument in the letter is the reference to the 
construction jobs as temporary. The press release praises the new jobs created by the highway 
construction, as this is a valid point. However, the author of the letter is correct in the fact that 
the jobs will not create a boom in the district’s economy, or fill in the gap caused by the closures 
in the manufacturing plants, as the press release leads listeners to believe. The road 
construction does not solve the long-term issue of unemployment in the town. In addition, the 
author of the letter counters the argument that new motels, restaraunts, and gas stations along 
the highway will create permanent jobs for the residents of the town. She explains that, “…only 
minimum wage jobs will remain.” This is a valid argument also, as unemployed residents that 
need enough income to support a household would not be much better off. Providing restaurant 
or motel jobs is very unlikely to feed or support an entire family. It will not pick up the laid-off 
employees of the manufacturing plants, who may have worked for many years towards 
promotions and a pension. 
 
Another example of the letter’s stronger argument is the author’s explanation of the 2001 study. 
She concedes that the representative is correct in citing that bypasses are proven to reduce 
noise and traffic in town, but she argues that the study shows a negative effect on local 
businesses. This piece of the study was not mentioned by Representative Walls or the press 
release, and it is a proven fact. This draws more credibility to the argument in the letter. Also, 
although it is a speculation, it is more reasonable that traveler’s will stick to the main highway 
and not venture miles off their path into small town when chain gas stations, restaurants, and 
motels are conveniently located directly at the highway exits. It is less likely that old roads in the 
towns will become historical locations, attracting tourists and boosting small business sales. 
 
Despite the argument and evidence given by the press release, it appears that the letter to the 
editor offers a stronger case. The author’s ideas are backed up by logical explanations and facts 
with a few speculations. Though the press release offers some fact, it is mainly specked with 
anticipations and hopes, driven to overshadow any doubts and quell any concerns. The letter is 
penned by a resident of the town and owner of a business, subject to first-hand opinions of the 
citizens of the district. The press release is pushed by an elected representative who, upon 
visiting the town a number of times and consulting a small percentage of the constituents, is 
convinced she understands the majority. Although both parties may very well have the best 
interests of the district in mind, and either position could be correct, it is clear that the letter 
provides a better-supported argument. 

http://www.gedtestingservice.com/
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Why did this response earn a perfect score? 

 
Trait 1: Score Point 2 
The writer developed an argument using evidence from the passages as support. 

 The writer generates a text-based argument with strong evidence, stating that “the letter 

provides a better-supported argument.”  

 The writer uses specific details from the text to evaluate the credibility of both authors (a 

resident…is more credible…as compared to a representative).  

 The writer supports the argument by demonstrating how the letter to the editor has 

“factual information” to strengthen the arguments (…correct in the fact [and] …backed by 

logical explanations and facts with a few speculations).  

 The writer points out how the opposing point of view is not supported and counters weak 

points of the opposing point of view with facts (…mainly specked with anticipation and 

hopes) and counters weak points with Jenkins’ facts (…the author of the letter counters 

the argument).  

 
Trait 2: Score Point 2 
The writer develops his/her ideas in an organized way 

 The writer begins with an introduction to the topic that clearly expresses the writer’s 

argument, the response then develops that argument logically over the following 

paragraphs.  

 Each paragraph begins with a transitional device (One example…, Another example…), 

thereby sustaining a logical progression of ideas.  

 Each paragraph contains evaluation and analysis of specific points from the two texts 

(She concedes…but she argues).  

 The writer concludes with a restatement of the writer’s argument within an analysis of 

the credibility of each text.  

 The writer maintains a formal style and appropriate tone throughout.  

Trait 3: Score Point 2 
The writer follows the rules of the English Language 

 The writer uses correct sentence structure and a variety of sentence structures. 

 The writer’s language makes his/her response clear and easy to understand 

 The writer follows the standard rules of the English language. 

 The writer avoids wordiness and awkward sentences for the most part. 

 The writer uses punctuation appropriately and demonstrates master of mechanics. 

 Overall, the response is an appropriate level for on-demand draft writing 

  

http://www.gedtestingservice.com/
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RLA Resources from the World Wide Web 
 

National Council for Teachers of English. This site provides lessons and strategies for 
teaching nonfiction text. http://www.ncte.org/ 

 
Newsela. A site with nonfiction articles available in 4-5 different Lexile Levels with many of them 

providing a quiz that is aligned to a specific anchor standard. It is necessary to sign up for the 
free account to see the different level of articles. https://newsela.com/ 
 

PBS Teacher Source. Lesson plans and lots of activities are included in the teacher section of 
PBS. http://www.pbslearningmedia.org/ 

 

ProCon.org. A website that provides both sides of the argument. Useful for use in teaching 
argumentative writing. http://www.procon.org/ 

 

Purdue University's OWL. One of the most extensive collections of advice about writing found 
on the web. https://owl.english.purdue.edu/ 

 
ReadWorks.org. Written for the K-12 program, many of these nonfiction texts and lessons are 

usable in the adult basic education program. http://www.readworks.org/ 
 

ReadWriteThink. From the International Reading Association and the National Council of 
Teachers of English, this site has great resources. http://www.readwritethink.org/ 

 

Teach 4 Results. A list of resources for teaching the writing process. 
http://iteach4results.wikispaces.com/*Writing 

 

Teaching That Makes Sense. A K-12 site with lots of free resources and graphic organizers 
from Steve Peha. http://ttms.org/ 

 

The Writing Studio – Colorado State University. A step-by-step guide for argumentative 
writing. http://writing.colostate.edu/guides/guide.cfm?guideid=58 

 

Stay in Touch! 

GED Testing Service® – https://ged.com 
• Twitter at @GEDTesting® – https://twitter.com/gedtesting 

• GED® Facebook – https://www.facebook.com/GEDTesting 
• YouTube Channel – https://www.youtube.com/user/GEDTestingService 
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